Introduction {#s1}
============

In their daily lives, people are frequently confronted with self-control dilemmas requiring them to choose between an immediate but small reward or a larger reward in the long run. [@pone.0111081-Hofmann1] Opting for a small reward when a bigger one is available can be regarded as self-control failure, even when the bigger one is delayed. Yet, many people tend to engage in this kind of disadvantageous choices, such as weight watchers who prefer a high caloric muffin for breakfast over a slim waist or business men preferring a night out at the casino over preparing next day\'s meeting. Hot states like emotions or visceral drives have a bad reputation of compromising such self-control dilemmas by making people less patient to wait for the long-term benefits. [@pone.0111081-Loewenstein1], [@pone.0111081-Metcalfe1].

Indeed, an overwhelming amount of evidence exists indicating that people become more impulsive and opt for immediate gratification of their desires when they are emotional, hungry, sexually aroused or otherwise in a hot state. For example, sexually aroused people engage in more impulsive decision making about sexual encounters, even when aware of the potential negative consequences. [@pone.0111081-Ariely1] Also, hungry people become more wanting of food [@pone.0111081-Ditto1] and tend to forget about their weight goals [@pone.0111081-Nordgren1]. These findings make sense when considering that hot states in general, and visceral drives in particular, are adaptive physiological states that increase the motivation to satisfy important immediate (physical) needs, such as drinking water when thirsty. [@pone.0111081-Loewenstein1] However, these urges become problematic when they are in conflict with a long term-goal, such as indulging in food when someone has a goal of weight watching or engaging in incidental sexual encounters when one has the goal of being faithful in a marital relationship. Moreover, and potentially even more problematic, visceral states do not only affect motivation for rewards corresponding with the drive (e.g., getting food when hungry) but also may generalize to unrelated rewarding behaviors, such as when people report a stronger desire for money when hungry [@pone.0111081-Briers1] or become more impulsive when sexually aroused [@pone.0111081-VandenBergh1]. There thus seems to be consensus that visceral drives and other hot states make people myopic for the future\' and hurt their long-term interests. [@pone.0111081-Bechara1].

Despite the apparent evidence that hot states compromise advantageous decision making, most studies so far have examined decisions about satisfaction of immediate needs in simple decision contexts where the potential long-term consequences are relatively straightforward. In contrast, there is initial evidence suggesting that hot states may not compromise but rather facilitate advantageous decision making when these decisions are complex and long-term outcomes are uncertain, such as when delayed benefits are involved. In this kind of situations one cannot always rationally deliberate on multiple alternatives and reflect on their future consequences; other sources of information, such as intuitions [@pone.0111081-Dijksterhuis1], [@pone.0111081-Nordgren2] and emotions [@pone.0111081-Damasio1], [@pone.0111081-Loewenstein2] are required. According to Damasio and coworkers [@pone.0111081-Bechara2], in situations of uncertainty or complexity, emotional responses may provide valuable information about the potential consequences of a behavioral option, and enable faster and experience-driven decision making by steering attention towards the outcomes to which a given action may lead. To illustrate, it has been demonstrated that people with deficits in brain areas involved in the processing of emotions (ventromedial prefrontal cortex) perform worse on complex decision-making tasks. [@pone.0111081-Bechara1] Relying on one\'s gut feeling, as normal people without emotion processing deficits typically do, thus may favor rather than compromise decisions with uncertain long-term benefits. [@pone.0111081-Bechara2] From these findings, it can be inferred that hot states are crucial in promoting advantageous decision making in contexts that do not allow for explicit deliberation about the long-term consequences of these decisions.

Thus far, direct experimental evidence for the notion that hot states may support advantageous decisions with uncertain outcomes is lacking. There is only indirect evidence showing that people with impulsive disorders who suffer from deficits in emotional processing perform poorly on complex decision tasks. [@pone.0111081-Crone1], [@pone.0111081-Davis1], [@pone.0111081-Zermatten1] Studies examining the straightforward benefits of hot states - rather than the disadvantages of not being able to use one\'s emotions in complex decision making - are lacking. Moreover, there are no studies that examine the causal effect of hot states on complex decision making in normal samples, precluding conclusions about the assumed advantages of hot states in uncertain conditions. Findings from a correlational study in a non-clinical sample, however, lend initial support to our counterintuitive hypothesis, showing that stock investors who experienced more intense feelings achieved a better decision-making performance. [@pone.0111081-Seo1] In the present study, we explore the notion that people who have an inclination to act on impulse because of being in a hot state, are capable of decisions that increase their maximum benefit when complex decisions with uncertain outcomes are involved. Specifically, we examine the novel idea that the hot state of being hungry may leave people to rely more on their gut feeling and that this does not necessarily lead to bad decisions but may rather foster advantageous decision making when these decisions are too complex to explicitly deliberate upon their consequences. While there is until now no direct evidence suggesting that people in hot states may benefit from their impulsive inclinations, this idea aligns well with recent literature challenging the sharp distinction that has been made in dual systems theories of self-regulation between cool and hot systems. [@pone.0111081-DeWittHuberts1] Whereas traditionally it is assumed that the cool system is responsible for 'good' behaviors and the hot system produces 'bad' behaviors, it is now acknowledged that sometimes impulsive states can generate adaptive behavior as well. [@pone.0111081-Salmon1] These new insights provide a reason to explore the idea that hot states may benefit rather than harm decision making.

Overview of studies {#s1a}
-------------------

In three studies we tested the hypothesis that hot states promote advantageous decision with uncertain long-term outcomes by manipulating hunger or appetite as a typical hot state that is characterized by a strong visceral drive. [@pone.0111081-Loewenstein1], [@pone.0111081-Ditto1] As a dependent variable (Studies 1 and 2) we used the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) to assess performance on a complex decision task with uncertain outcomes. [@pone.0111081-Bechara3] The IGT involves a valid simulation of decision making about immediate gratification and long-term monetary benefits under uncertain conditions that have some resemblance with the difficulties of real-life decision making. Although the IGT is a lab task that cannot capture all complexities of decision making in real life situations, it is generally agreed that one has to rely to some extent on one's feelings and hunches in order to be successful on the IGT, thus providing evidence that the IGT is a valid task for assessing decision making under uncertain conditions. [@pone.0111081-Bechara2] Several authors have conceptually classified the IGT as a distinct measure of complex decision making without having the possibility of explicit deliberation [@pone.0111081-Toplak1] and relying on intuition [@pone.0111081-Turnbull1]. Alternatively, we employed a delay discounting task (Study 3) to assess whether a hungry state would also lead to a preference of long-term profit over immediate benefits. [@pone.0111081-Kirby1] The delay discounting task is conceptually similar to the IGT insofar it involves an extended series of complex decisions about short-term vs. long-term reward which make it impossible to rationally calculate the overall favorable outcome.

Manipulation of a hot state in one domain (hunger) and examining its effects in another (monetary) may demonstrate that the advantages of a hot state transcend the particular behavioral domain and thus provides a particularly strong test of our hypothesis that hot states benefit decision making under uncertainty. In Study 1, we examined how the hot state of hunger, compared to being sated, affects complex decision making under uncertain conditions as assessed by IGT performance. Study 2 investigated whether an alternative measure of a hot state (appetite) would affect this kind of decision making (also assessed by IGT performance). The main goal of Study 3 was to replicate findings from the first two studies employing an alternative measure of complex decision making (delay discounting task). Study 3 also examined to what extent a hot state (hunger) affected risk taking (insensitivity to future consequences) and reward perception (being driven by immediate reward) as the two main components of decision making under uncertainty. [@pone.0111081-Crone1] We hypothesize that hot states will lead to an increased perception of reward but does not necessarily result in taking more risks to obtain that reward. This hypothesis challenges common explanations of decision making in hot states that would predict an increased willingness to take risk. [@pone.0111081-Metcalfe1] Additionally, Study 3 tested whether the effect of hunger on complex decision making concerning money was an artifact of decreased motivation for monetary rewards resulting from being preoccupied with food. In all three studies, we accounted for individual differences in impulsivity as assessed by different constructs (impulsivity, self-control, Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System), as these constructs share conceptual similarities but are slightly distinct. As such, they allow for a better exploration of how trait impulsivity may affect the impact of hot states on decision making. [@pone.0111081-Duckworth1].

Study 1 {#s2}
=======

The objective of this study is to determine whether people in a hot state who are hungry perform better on a complex decision task with uncertain outcomes (IGT) than people in a cold state who are sated.

Method {#s2a}
------

### Participants {#s2a1}

Thirty normal weight to slightly overweight (Body Mass Index \[BMI\]: *M* = 22.08, *SD* = 2.42; range 18.42--25.95) university students (nine men, 21 women; mean age 21.97 years) participated in exchange for money (3€) or course credit.

### Ethics statement {#s2a2}

The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards described by the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO). [@pone.0111081-WMO1] This Act exempts research on healthy human subjects from review for as long as it does not involve any invasion of participants' integrity. To determine whether our study fell within the remit of the Act, the study procedure was assessed by the Review Board of the Faculty of Social Sciences of Utrecht University, consistent with the Faculty protocol. The Board rated the study as not being invasive of the participants' integrity, and hence not subject to WMO. Consequently, no formal ethical approval was required according to Dutch national standards. Written consent was required from each participant prior to participation.

Procedure and Materials {#s2b}
-----------------------

### Hunger manipulation {#s2b1}

All participants were instructed to refrain from eating and drinking (except water) from 11 pm in the evening prior to their session. Upon arriving at the lab the next morning (in two time slots, either at 8.30 AM or 9.15 AM), they were randomly assigned to either the cool (sated) condition in which the IGT was administered after consuming breakfast, or to the hot (hunger) condition in which the IGT was completed before breakfast consumption. Participants were instructed that they were free to eat and drink as much they wanted from the breakfast that was served after having consumed 200 ml of thick yoghurt to assure a minimal level of satiation. [@pone.0111081-DeRidder1] Before administration of the IGT participants self-reported hunger was assessed on a 5-point scale ranging from 1, *not at all*, to 5, *very much*.

### Assessment of complex decision making {#s2b2}

Complex decision making under uncertain conditions was assessed by means of a computerized version of the IGT. [@pone.0111081-Kuijer1] Participants were presented with four decks of cards (A--D) and were told that the task requires a series of card selections, one card at the time, from any of the four decks, until they were told to stop. Card selections were made by a mouse click on the chosen card. They were not told how many choices had to be made, but the task stopped after 100 trials. The instructions and the win and loss schedules were similar to those used by Bechara et al. [@pone.0111081-Bechara3] After choice A or B, the participant received €100, after choice C and D they received €50. However, some cards from decks A--D required the participant to pay a penalty, often higher than the amount of money received on that card. In deck A the penalties varied between €150 and €350. In deck B there was one penalty of €1250. In deck C the penalties varies between €25 and €75. In deck D there was one penalty of €250. Thus, in the high-paying decks (A--B) the penalties were higher as well, resulting in a negative balance of €250 per 10 trials for both decks. In the low-paying decks (C--D), the modest penalties resulted in a net gain of €250 per 10 trials for both decks. This means that decks A and B were disadvantageous in the long run, whereas deck C and D were advantageous in the long run. The number of card selections from advantageous decks in the final 60 trials was used as the dependent measure, as there is evidence that inhibitory processes become more important during the latter half of the task when participants are more aware of the risk status of each deck. [@pone.0111081-Dunn1] Analyses using the full set of 100 trials yielded similar significant results (not reported).

### Other variables {#s2b3}

To rule out the possibility that any differences between conditions on IGT performance were due do individual differences in impulsivity, the 30 item Barratt Impulsivity Scale (e.g., "I do things without thinking") was administered, employing a 5-point scale ranging from 1, *not at all*, to 5, *very much*. [@pone.0111081-Patton1] The scale had good internal consistency, Cronbach\'s alpha = .76. Finally, demographic information was collected by asking participants about gender, age, weight and length. The latter two variables were used to compute BMI (weight/height \* height). BMI was registered to account for its potential to affect hunger ratings of the participants.

Results {#s2c}
-------

### Randomization check {#s2c1}

A series of Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs) demonstrated the absence of differences in gender, age, BMI, or impulsivity across conditions, all *F*s \<1, indicating successful randomization.

### Manipulation check {#s2c2}

Testing the validity of the hunger manipulation, an ANOVA with condition as the independent variable and hunger as the dependent variable yielded a significant effect, *F*(1, 27) = 47.23, *p*\<.001, p*η* ^2^ = .64: participants in the hunger condition reported more hunger (*M* = 4.14, *SD* = .77) than those in the sated condition (*M* = 1.87, *SD* = .99).

### Main analysis {#s2c3}

Before testing our hypothesis that a hot state (being hungry) would result in more advantageous decision making, we examined whether BMI and the Barratt Impulsivity Scale correlated with IGT performance. The correlation of the Barratt Impulsivity Scale with IGT performance was not significant (*r* = .02, *p* = .88); this scale was therefore not included as a covariate. The correlation of BMI with IGT performance was significant (*r* = .38, *p*\<.05); BMI was therefore included as a covariate. Next, an ANCOVA was conducted with condition as the independent variable, number of card selections from advantageous decks as the dependent variable, and BMI as a covariate. A significant effect of condition was found, *F*(1, 25) = 4.52, *p*\<.05, p*η* ^2^ = .15: hungry participants selected more cards from the advantageous decks (*M* = 33.36, *SD* = 12.48) than did sated participants (*M* = 25.86; *SD* = 12.16). BMI was a significant covariate, *F* (1, 25) = 6.33, *p*\<.05, p*η* ^2^ = .20 ([Table 1](#pone-0111081-t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0111081.t001

###### Study 1: Card selections from advantageous decks (final 60 trials)[\*](#nt101){ref-type="table-fn"}.

![](pone.0111081.t001){#pone-0111081-t001-1}

               M (SD)
  -------- ---------------
  Sated     25.86 (12.16)
  Hungry    33.36 (12.48)

\*BMI is a significant covariate.

Discussion {#s2d}
----------

Study 1 shows that people who were hungry because of having fasted overnight performed better on a complex decision task than sated people and thus provides a first piece of evidence that the hot state of hunger improves, rather than compromises, advantageous decision making. This finding is even more impressive when considering that the physiological effects of hunger have been shown to decrease cognitive performance because of having fewer cognitive resources available [@pone.0111081-Maridakis1], while in our study hungry participants performed better on selecting card from advantageous decks - thus lending credit to our assumption that hungry participants performed better in this complex task with uncertain outcomes.

Study 2 {#s3}
=======

The objective of Study 2 was to replicate the findings from Study 1 by employing a more subtle manipulation of a hot state by increasing appetite for food, ruling out potentially physiological effects of hunger that may interfere with our aim to manipulate hot states.

Method {#s3a}
------

### Participants {#s3a1}

Fifty female normal weight to slightly overweight (BMI: *M* = 21.11, *SD* = 2.01; range 16.22--27.34) university students (mean age 20.5 years) participated in exchange for money (3€) or course credit.

### Ethics statement {#s3a2}

See Study 1. All participants provided written informed consent.

Procedure and Materials {#s3b}
-----------------------

### Manipulation of appetite and assessment of complex decision making {#s3b1}

Upon arrival at the lab, participants were randomly assigned to either the hot (focus on appetite for snacks) or the cool (focus on price of snacks) condition, presenting them with ten popular snacks which they had to evaluate according to appetite (\'To what extent do you feel like having \[snack\] at this moment?\' on a scale from 1, *not at all*, to 7, *very much*) or according to price (\'How do you evaluate the price of \[snack\]?\' on a scale from 1, *very cheap*, to 7, *very expensive*). After having completed the IGT (procedure similar as in Study 1), participants indicated on 5-point scales ranging from 1, *not at all*, to 5, *very much*, whether they had an appetite for snacks (mean score of three items; e.g., "I feel like a bite"; Cronbach\'s α = .89) and whether they were hungry (same item as in Study 1). In line with our aim to provide a subtle manipulation, these ratings were obtained after IGT completion to avoid a focus on appetite.

### Other variables {#s3b2}

To rule out the possibility that differences between conditions on IGT performance were due do individual differences in trait self-control, the 13 item Brief Self-Control Scale (e.g., "I am good at resisting temptations") was administered, employing a 5-point scale from 1, *not at all*, to 5, *very much*. [@pone.0111081-Tangney1] The scale had good internal consistency, Cronbach\'s alpha = .75. Finally, demographic information was collected by asking participants about age, weight and length. The latter two variables were used to compute BMI.

Results {#s3c}
-------

### Randomization check {#s3c1}

We first tested whether there were any differences between conditions in terms of age, BMI, or trait self-control. A series of ANOVAs with condition as the independent variable and age, BMI, and self-control as the dependent variables revealed no significant effects, all *F*s \<1, indicating successful randomization.

### Manipulation check {#s3c2}

To test whether the hot/cool manipulation was effective, an ANOVA with condition as the independent variable and appetite as the dependent variable was conducted, yielding a significant effect, *F*(1, 48) = 5.73, *p*\<.05, p*η* ^2^ = .11. Participants in the hot condition reported greater appetite (*M* = 3.46, *SD* = .92) than participants in the cool condition (*M* = 2.81, *SD* = .99). There was no significant difference in hunger between conditions, *F*(1, 48) = 1.40, *p* = .24.

### Main analysis {#s3c3}

Before conducting the main analysis, we examined whether the Self-Control Scale was associated with IGT performance. The correlation was not significant (*r* = .05, *p* = .73). This scale was therefore not included as a covariate. We also examined whether BMI was associated with IGT performance; the correlation was not significant (*r* = .07, *p* = .65). To test our main hypothesis that a hot state would yield more advantageous decision making, an ANOVA was conducted with condition as the independent variable and number of card selections from advantageous decks of the latter 60 trials (similar as in Study 1) as the dependent variable. A significant condition effect was found, *F*(1, 48) = 6.80, *p\<*.05, p*η* ^2^ = .12. Participants in the hot condition selected more cards from the advantageous decks (*M* = 28.89, *SD* = 9.01) compared to participants in the cool condition (*M* = 22.13, *SD* = 9.28). For reasons of comparing the results of Study 2 with those of Study 1, we replicated the main analysis with BMI as a covariate. This analysis yielded similar results as the analysis without BMI as a covariate, *F*(1, 47) = 6.44, *p\<*.05, p*η* ^2^ = .12; the covariate was not significant (*p* = .90) ([Table 2](#pone-0111081-t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0111081.t002

###### Study 2: Card selections from advantageous decks (final 60 trials).

![](pone.0111081.t002){#pone-0111081-t002-2}

                   M (SD)
  ------------ --------------
  Cool focus    22.13 (9.28)
  Hot focus     28.89 (9.01)

Discussion {#s3d}
----------

Study 2 again provided evidence for our hypothesis that a hot state benefits advantageous decision making. Participants with a larger appetite were more likely to make advantageous decisions as witnessed by more choices involving small wins and small losses, regardless their level of trait self-control. However, these findings do not address the question how hot states affect the two main components involved in strategic decision making, risk taking and reward perception. Therefore, Study 3 also included separate assessments of risk taking and perceived reward value to examine our hypothesis that hunger would affect reward perception but not risk taking. To rule out the possibility that our findings were restricted to IGT performance solely, we also used an alternative task (delay discounting task) for assessing complex decision making under uncertain conditions. Additionally, we wanted to rule out the alternative explanation that a hot state like hunger benefits decision making because of being less concerned about money than about food.

Study 3 {#s4}
=======

The objective of the third study was to replicate the findings from the first two studies by employing an alternative task of complex decision making with uncertain outcomes. A delay discounting task was chosen to examine whether people in a hot state (i.e., being hungry) would be better able to make advantageous choices compared to people who were not hungry. This study also examines in what way hot states affects risk taking and perceived reward value as two important components of decision making in hot states. We hypothesize that hot states not necessarily lead to taking more risks as the common explanation of decision making under hot conditions would predict. We also hypothesize that hot states may result in increased motivation to get the desired reward (reward perception) but not to the extent that it compromises beneficial decisions.

Method {#s4a}
------

### Participants {#s4a1}

Forty-six university students (14 men, 32 women; mean age 20.8 years) with normal weight to slight overweight (BMI, *M* = 21.62, *SD* = 2.46; range 16.60--27.44) were recruited and participated in exchange for money (3€) or course credit. One participant with a BMI of 36.05 which is \>4 SD from the mean was excluded from all analyses.

### Ethics statement {#s4a2}

See Study 1. All participants provided written informed consent.

Procedure and Materials {#s4b}
-----------------------

### Hunger manipulation {#s4b1}

The same hunger manipulation as in Study 1 was employed.

### Assessment of complex decision making {#s4b2}

The main dependent variable was a delay discounting task assessing the tendency to favor a delayed but larger monetary reward over an immediate smaller reward in a series of 27 hypothetical binary choices with varying delays (today vs. 7--186 days). Participants were presented with 27 questions requiring them to choose between a smaller and a larger amount of money which would be available to them after either a short while or a long while (e.g., "Would you prefer €27 today, or €50 in 21 days?"), following a previously established format developed by Kirby et al. [@pone.0111081-Kirby1] The dependent variable is the hyperbolic discount parameter *k* at indifference between the smaller immediate reward and the larger delayed reward (theoretically ranging from.00016 to.25), calculated for small (*k* ~small~), medium (*k* ~medium~), and large (*k* ~large~) rewards. Smaller *k* scores represent less impulsive choices as future rewards are less devaluated. The large series of decisions about varying amounts of money within different time frames makes the delay discounting task complex as it impossible to determine exactly the most profitable scenario.

### Assessment of risk taking and reward value {#s4b3}

To address the question whether hunger would affect risk taking, we assessed performance on the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). [@pone.0111081-Lejuez1] The BART measures explicit willingness to risk loss by instructing participants that they can earn money by inflating a balloon but that they will lose the money earned so far when the balloon is pumped past its explosion point. The dependent variable is the average number of pumps excluding balloons that exploded, reflecting a tendency to continue with balloon inflation despite the risk of losing the money already won on that trial. [@pone.0111081-Lejuez1].

To address the question whether hunger would affect reward perception, size perception of food, monetary objects, and a neutral object was assessed as an indirect measure of motivation to attain a reward that corresponds with a person\'s needs (e.g., obtaining food when hungry).

Size estimates of food (cookie), money (coin) and a neutral object (circle) allow for determining whether participants perceive a greater rewarding value of objects of desire (food or money) but not for neutral objects in the hot condition compared to the cool condition, as we would expect. Functional perception research suggests that objects that are means for reaching a goal are perceived as larger, thereby facilitating the ease with which such an object can be identified in the environment and thus increasing the likelihood of using the object for attaining goals. [@pone.0111081-Bruner1] We used an established procedure that requires participants to estimate the size of an object (in centimeters with two decimals) as it was presented on a computer screen. [@pone.0111081-VanKoningsbruggen1], [@pone.0111081-Veltkamp1] Size estimates also allow for examining the alternative explanation that hunger affects delay discounting because participants were more concerned about getting food than about earning money. Due to data recording failures, size perception measures were only available for 35 participants.

### Other variables {#s4b4}

To rule out the possibility that differences between conditions in delay discounting tasks were due do individual differences in impulsivity, the BIS/BAS scale was administered. [@pone.0111081-Carver1] The Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) scales involve 20 items with a response format ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 4 (completely agree). A BIS score (7 items) and a total BAS (13 items) were computed, with Cronbach\'s alpha\'s of.83 and.79 respectively. Finally, demographic information was collected by asking participants about age, gender, weight and length. The latter two variables were used to compute BMI.

Results {#s4c}
-------

### Randomization check {#s4c1}

We observed no significant differences between conditions in terms of age, *F*(1, 44) = 2.88, *p* = .10, gender, BMI, or BIS, all *F*s \<1, or BAS, *F*(1, 44) = 1.27, *p* = .27, indicating that randomization was successful.

### Manipulation check {#s4c2}

An ANOVA with condition as the independent variable and hunger as the dependent variable was conducted to test the validity of the hunger manipulation, yielding a significant effect, *F*(1, 44) = 53.68, *p*\<.001, p*η* ^2^ = .55. As expected, participants in the hot (hunger) condition reported more hunger (*M* = 3.08, *SD* = .90) than those in the cool (sated) condition (*M* = .96, *SD* = 1.07).

### Main analysis {#s4c3}

Before conducting the main analyses, we examined correlations of the dependent variables with the BIS/BAS scales. These correlations were not significant (all *r\'*s \<.25, *p\'*s \>.09). These scales were therefore not included as a covariate. BMI was not significantly correlated with performance on the delay discounting task (*r*'s *\<.24, p*'s \>.10), and therefore not considered as a covariate. Non-parametric tests of the effect of condition on the skewed dependent variable *k* revealed a significant effect on *k* ~large~ (*p*\<.05), but not on *k* ~medium~ or *k* ~small~ (*p\'*s \>.25). Participants in the hot (hunger) condition reported lower discounting rates for large monetary rewards (*Md* = .004, *SD* = .015) than participants in the cool (sated) condition (*Md* = .010, *SD* = .013), showing that participants in a hot state were better able to appreciate big rewards that they needed to wait for.

### Analysis of risk taking {#s4c4}

To examine risk taking, an ANOVA with condition as the independent variable and BART performance as the dependent variable revealed no significant effect, *F* \<1, demonstrating that participants in the hot (hungry) condition did not take more risks in pursuing a reward than participants in the cool (sated) condition.

### Analysis of reward value {#s4c5}

To examine reward perception, size perceptions of objects were analyzed with a repeated measures ANOVA with size perceptions of object type (cookies vs. coins vs. circle) as a within-subjects factor and condition (hot vs. cool as a between-subjects factor. Two participants who reported size estimates of coins (*N* = 1) or circles (*N* = 1) \>3 SDs from the mean were excluded from the analysis. The analysis revealed a marginally significant main effect of condition, *F*(1, 32) = 3.98, *p* = .055, p*η* ^2^ = .11, with participants in the hot condition perceiving objects as bigger (*M* = 9.05, *SD* = 3.50) than those in the cool condition (*M* = 6.96, *SD* = 2.58). Significant effects for object type or the interaction between condition and object type were absent, *F*s \<1. These results demonstrate that a hot state (hunger) did affect size perception of food, money and a neutral object to the same extent, although this effect was only marginally significant. Objects were in general estimated as bigger under conditions of hunger than under sated conditions, showing that (reward) perception is increased in a hot state while ruling out the alternative explanation that participants in the hunger condition were simply more interested in food rewards and less interested in monetary rewards compared to sated participants because of being hungry ([Table 3](#pone-0111081-t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0111081.t003

###### Study 3: Delay discounting and size perception as a function of hungry vs. sated state.
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            Delay Discounting   Size Perception
  -------- ------------------- -----------------
  Sated        .010 (.013)        6.96 (2.58)
  Hungry       .004 (.015)        9.05 (3.50)

Discussion {#s4d}
----------

Study 3 provided further evidence that the hot state of hunger promoted rather than compromised complex decisions with uncertain outcomes that are advantageous in the long run as hungry participants were better able to resist (hypothetical) choices that brought immediate big (but not medium or small) rewards but were ultimately disadvantageous. Hunger did not affect BART performance, demonstrating that hungry people do not take more risk to jeopardize an amount of money to win a larger amount. Importantly, similar risk taking tendencies across both conditions were observed despite the perception of increased rewarding value of food and money in the hot condition, thus showing that the hot state of hunger increases motivation to get a reward but not at all prices. Similar size perceptions of food and monetary rewards also ruled out the alternative explanation that hungry participants did not care for money because of being more interested in food. Contrary to our expectations, the hot state of hunger also resulted in greater size estimations of a neutral object, challenging the notion that size perception relates to objects with a rewarding value only.

General Discussion {#s5}
==================

This series of studies set out to test the hypothesis that hot states may benefit, rather than compromise, advantageous decision making insofar it concerns complex decisions with uncertain outcomes. Based on the notion that intuition and emotions may improve this specific category of decisions [@pone.0111081-Dijksterhuis1], [@pone.0111081-Damasio1], [@pone.0111081-Loewenstein2], we argued that hot states, which are known to make people more reliant on their feelings, improve their decisions. This assumption follows from theories on intuitive decision making but so far has not been tested explicitly by directly manipulating hot states. Our findings lend credit to these expectations: people who were moderately hungry or had a moderate appetite, compared to people who were satiated or had a lower appetite, made more advantageous decisions as witnessed by their performance on the IGT (Studies 1 and 2) and a delay discounting task (Study 3). These findings were obtained for both visceral (Studies 1 and 3) and non-visceral (Study 2) manipulations of a hot state. Importantly, Study 3 also revealed that a hot state (resulting from hunger or appetite) did not affect willingness to take risks in spite of the perception of an increased rewarding value of desired objects (food and money) as well as a neutral object, although the latter finding was unexpected. These findings speak directly to the mechanism involved in complex decision making under uncertain conditions. Typically, strategic decision making in complex situations without being certain what these decisions bring in the future may be conceived of as a trade-off between risk and reward, as exemplified in the IGT presenting people with decks of cards either involving big rewards but also a higher chance of loss or small rewards that are accompanied by lower chances of loss. In order to make decisions that are advantageous in the long run people thus must recognize the risk of loss when being tempted by a bigger reward. Our findings show that people in a hot state are better able to do so, as witnessed by their capability to make advantageous decisions (assessed by the IGT or a delay discounting task), while perceiving larger rewards (size perception task) but not taking more risks (BART performance). It has been demonstrated in many studies employing the IGT in clinical samples (with deficits in emotion processing) that not being able to use one\'s emotions for recognizing risk and resisting decisions that involve huge but risky rewards compromises complex decision making in uncertain conditions. [@pone.0111081-Bechara2], [@pone.0111081-Crone1], [@pone.0111081-Davis1], [@pone.0111081-Zermatten1] However, it has not been examined previously that manipulating hot states in normal people without emotion processing deficits improves such decisions and has straightforward beneficial effects, presumably by making people rely more on their intuition and emotion.

An intriguing result from our research was the unexpected finding that people in a hot state do not only perceive those objects as bigger that are generally (money) or specifically (food when one is hungry) regarded as rewarding, but also the neutral object of a circle. As stated previously, functional perception theory [@pone.0111081-Bruner1] assumes that objects that are means for reaching a goal are perceived as larger, thereby facilitating the ease with which such an object can be identified in the environment and thus increasing the likelihood of using the object for attaining goals. It is unlikely that the neutral object of a circle would meet the criterion of being perceived as a means to attain a goal - although we cannot be rule out the possibility that participants in our studies perceived the circle as a means of engaging in a playful activity such as puzzle solving. However, it seems more likely that a hot state like hunger affects the perception of all kinds of objects and not only those that are functional for goal attainment. Until now, the effect of visceral states on size perception has rarely been addressed and future research should address these intriguing results in more detail. [@pone.0111081-DenDaas1].

Together, these studies for the first time provide suggestive evidence that hot states improve complex decision making under uncertain conditions, lending support to our assumption that being able to recognize and use one\'s emotions benefits complex decisions. Apparently, our findings stand in sharp contrast with previous studies showing that hot states in general and visceral drives in particular compromise decision making. These studies generally assume that hot states make people more impulsive and disregard the risks of a behavior that seem so evident under cooler conditions. However, most studies so far either tested these assumptions in samples with impulsive pathology or used simple decision tasks that allowed for a straightforward comparison of the options involved. Also, previous studies did not manipulate hot states directly but, for example, compared the virtual versus tangible presence of cookies. [@pone.0111081-Ditto1] Our findings show that under the typical hot condition of hunger or appetite, an increased willingness to take risks is absent, even when an increased motivation for getting the reward is present.

We argue that these benefits from being in a hot state result from a greater reliance on emotions that allow for a better recognition of risks that go hand in hand with big rewards, as implied by Damasio\'s research on anticipated feelings as conditioned emotions. [@pone.0111081-Damasio1], [@pone.0111081-Bechara2] The present series of studies did not examine directly whether the beneficial effects of a hot state on complex decision making result from more reliance on one\'s emotions. However, previous studies in people with emotion processing deficits \[15, 16. 17\] give credit to this interpretation, as does our finding that hot states do not necessarily generate more risk taking. This would imply that insofar hot states make people more impulsive, impulsivity means that they act swift and without explicit deliberation. Such an account of the beneficial effect of hot states on complex decision making make sense when considering that many real life decisions do not allow for extended and deliberate reasoning because long-term effects of these decisions are difficult to predict. Notwithstanding this, future research should examine to what extent hot states make people rely on their emotions and whether reliance on one\'s emotions is the causal factor in promoting good decisions.

Our findings bear important implications for theorizing about the role of hot states in decision making. It may be, as suggested in the foregoing, that hot states in general, and hunger and appetite in particular, do not necessarily make people more impulsive but rather make them rely more on their gut feeling which benefits complex decisions with uncertain outcomes. Alternatively, it may be that hot states do increase impulsivity but that impulsivity is not necessarily bad. Such a conceptualization of good\' impulsivity aligns with recent notions that negative consequences are not inherent in impulsive behavior. Being in an impulsive state entails that people are more inclined to make decisions quickly with little or no deliberation which may turn out either favorable or unfavorable depending on the demands of the situation. [@pone.0111081-Dickman1], [@pone.0111081-Kacelnik1] Adopting the view that impulsivity implies acting swiftly means that impulsivity brings an advantage as in a greater tendency to rely on emotions when confronted with the complex self-regulation dilemma of choosing between small immediate benefit versus delayed but larger benefit. This line of reasoning concords with recent critical notions about dual-system accounts of behavioral regulation, distinguishing between reflective (rational and cool) and reflexive (emotional and hot) systems. [@pone.0111081-DeWittHuberts1] Typically, dual-systems accounts conceive of the reflective system as being responsible for adaptive behavior in accordance with long-term goals and the reflexive system as being responsible for an impulsive breakdown that accounts for abandoning long-term goals, thus equating the process (reflective vs. reflexive) with the outcome (adaptive vs. non-adaptive. [@pone.0111081-Metcalfe1] However, recent research challenges this sharp distinction by showing evidence indicating that impulsive states can sometimes generate adaptive behavior. [@pone.0111081-Salmon1], [@pone.0111081-Apfelbaum1], [@pone.0111081-Fennis1] By the same token, it has also been shown that reflective processes may be required to engage in bad\' behavior, such as overcoming the initially aversive taste of alcohol or nicotine [@pone.0111081-Rawn1] or deliberate reasoning to find justifications for otherwise forbidden indulgent behavior [@pone.0111081-DeWittHuberts2]. Our finding that hot states promote advantageous decision making thus contributes to novel theorizing about impulses that were hitherto considered as compromising adaptive behavior.

Limitations and future directions {#s5a}
---------------------------------

We manipulated hunger and appetite to create typical hot states that are considered to induce impulsive behavior. Humans, like other animals, are evolved to get food and patience may be life threatening in case of hunger. [@pone.0111081-Pinel1] Moreover, food and money have been used in previous studies as salient and strong rewards that can influence decision making. [@pone.0111081-Briers1] Future research should examine whether our observations hold for other kinds of hot states, either visceral (e.g., thirst, pain, sexual desire) or non-visceral (emotions), and for other types of rewards. In addition, it is important to determine at what level hot states may become dysfunctional. Participants in our studies who experienced benefit from being hungry reported only moderate levels of hunger (average scores of about 3 to 4 on a 5-point scale), which makes sense considering that extremely hungry participants would have been preoccupied with getting food which would probably have hampered their decisions (cf., [@pone.0111081-Tuk1] for similar reasoning in case of urination urgency). We thus hasten to add a cautionary notion that our findings may only hold for moderate levels of hunger or appetite rather than extreme levels. Another limitation relates to the specific sample under study. We recruited small samples of young and healthy university students, which may hamper the generalizability of our findings. Although we were able to reveal consistent patterns of results across three studies, future research should consider bigger samples that are more representative of the population and include older people with more diverse educational backgrounds. Finally, the generalizability of our findings should be addressed by including outcomes that involve decisions with more serious implications than the hypothetical rewards that are typically used in IGT and delay discounting tasks. Although the IGT is generally regarded as a task that captures the uncertainties that are characteristic of real life decision making [@pone.0111081-Toplak1], the somewhat artificial conditions under which the task is administered strongly require corroboration with more ecologically valid decision tasks or decision tasks outside the lab. Notwithstanding these limitations, our research demonstrates that an empty stomach increases our gut feeling for doing what is beneficial in the long run.
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